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Response to the Editor 

The authors are indebted to the reviewers and associate editor for the helpful comments to 
improve this paper. Explicitly, we have revised this paper in accordance with the reviewers’ 
comments. 

 

Response to the Reviewers’ Comments 

Reviewer #1 
 
This paper proposes a three-stage track routing, partition-based layer assignment, bisec-
tion-based wire ordering, and wire width and spacing optimization, to reduce the number 
of random defects.  
 
1. Examples help readers to understand the proposed methods. However, there are many 
errors in these examples. 
* In Figure 3 (a), the description (L_2 = 3, L_3 = 3) and the graph (wires 2 and 3 are not 
equal in length) are not consistent. Besides, l_45 is missed in this figure. 
 
Fixed. 
 
* According to Figure 3(a), the edge weights of OLG are not all correct in Figure 3(c). 
 
Fixed. 
 
* The explanation in the first paragraph in page 10 is not consistent with Figure 6. 
 
Fixed. We greatly appreciate reading the manuscript carefully and pointing out the er-
rors. 
 
2. To reduce the short failure caused by random defects for wires without overlap, this 
work extends the SOCP in [9]. The extension will result in the wire width thinner and 
increase/decrease the open/short failures. The phenomenon can be demonstrated by the 
result of total wire area (the product of the wire length and the wire width). Therefore, 
please report the total wire area in the experiments. 
 
Total wire area is reported in Table 6. 
 
3. Since IBM ISPD98 benchmark used in [9] is larger and more congested than MCNC 
benchmark used in this work, using the IBM ISPD98 benchmark in the experiments is 
more reasonable. 
 
To verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we apply RAAT to a large bench-
mark set [18]. 
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In Section 4, “In order to see the efficiency of the proposed layer assignment and wire 
ordering, we also performed experiments on larger benchmarks from ISPD contest [18]. 
Due to the lack of the technology details such as the actual wire width, we only record 
the runtime of each stage as a reference. In this experiment, we extracted iroutes from 
global routing result of the benchmarks and set wire width to be of unit width. The 
maximum wire width and minimum spacing are set to be three time of unit width and 
unit width respectively. Table 8 presents the results of RAAT on ISPD benchmarks. The 
runtime shows that RAAT scales reasonably with the size of benchmarks.” 
 
4. Many notations are not defined, e.g., A_chip in Equations (3) and (4), p_i in Equa-
tions (6) and (9). Please define all notations in Table 1. 
 
Fixed. We greatly appreciate reading the manuscript carefully and pointing out the er-
rors. 
 
 
Reviewer #2 
 
This paper proposes an integrated layer assignment and gridless track routing consider-
ing random defects, which is named RAAT. The algorithm is mainly extended from a 
previous work, track routing and optimization for yield (TROY). Comparing to TROY, 
RAAT additionally performs yield-aware layer assignment before the track routing. The 
experimental results show the RAAT outperforms TROY by the runtime, and the quality 
of solution is also better. 
 
However, there are several problems in this paper, and should be revised or explained by 
the authors. Here are the problems. 
 
1. In TROY, it considers the interaction between neighbor panels by introducing a 
$w_c$. Nevertheless, RAAT does not take this factor into layer assignment and wire 
ordering. In the wire ordering, it considers the ordered wires in its neighbor partitions by 
utilizing slicing-tree-based structure, but the input of the subproblem is a panel referring 
to figure 5. Therefore, the influence by neighbor panels cannot be taken. 
 
We add the following statement in the first paragraph in page 10 to address the effect 
caused by neighboring panels. 
 
“Wire ordering considers one panel, such as plcur, at a time. However, the iroutes in the 
panel adjacent to plcur may affect the wire ordering in plcur. To consider the effect of 
neighboring panel, we preserve the contour of the last panel and take the weight into 
account while deciding which partition should be placed first. Notably, the effect of 
neighboring panels is only addressed in wire ordering because layer assignment does not 
have enough information for tackling this issue.” 
 
2. The partition-based layer assignment extracts maximum clique iteratively, and parti-
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tion the clique by an existing tool, METIS. However, the authors do not describe the 
relationship between those cliques. In another words, how the newly partitioned cliques 
are put into the existing partitions is not introduced. We take the figure 3 as an example. 
Which partition would the vertex 4 be put into? This should be described as a part of the 
algorithm. 
 
We add the following statement in the first paragraph in page 8 to address this issue. 
 
“The newly created partitions are assigned to an appropriate layer according to the over-
lapped length with assigned partitions. The assignment can be determined by examining 
all possible combinations because the number of available layers is usually very small. If 
there are iroutes left unassigned, then the algorithm repeats on the remaining iroutes until 
all iroutes are assigned.” 
 
3. In wire ordering, is the iroute packing every time necessary? We wonder if the result 
of packing is almost the same during each iteration. We suggest the authors to perform 
an experiment for this issue. 
 
We add the following statement in the second paragraph in page 10 to address this issue. 
 
“Without packing iroutes, the stacking height of track assignment may exceed the panel 
height, resulting in one infeasible solution. Packing iroutes assists RAAT in reducing the 
stack height of iroutes, sequentially reducing the number of iroutes that cannot be placed. 
Notably, packing iroutes does not determine the exact ordering. The other benefit is that 
packing iroutes reduces the number of instances for recursive bisection because several 
iroutes may be grouped together after packing. Packing is necessary before each bisec-
tion because the iroutes grouped together may not be the same.” 
 
4. While legalization, the wires are stacked to predict the infeasible cases. But the wire 
size and spacing are not determined during this stage. How do the authors decide the 
width of each wire? 
 
In Section 3.2.3: 
“The width of all iroutes are set to be the minimum width plus half of the minimum spac-
ing required on both side.” 
 
5. Since the authors proposed a layer assignment subproblem, we suggest the authors 
take larger testcases with more layers and nets, such as ISPD testcases,  to show the 
efficiency of their algorithm.  
 
To verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, we apply RAAT to a large bench-
mark set [18]. 
 
In Section 4, “In order to see the efficiency of the proposed layer assignment and wire 
ordering, we also performed experiments on larger benchmarks from ISPD contest [18]. 
Due to the lack of the technology details such as the actual wire width, we only record 
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the runtime of each stage as a reference. In this experiment, we extracted iroutes from 
global routing result of the benchmarks and set wire width to be of unit width. The 
maximum wire width and minimum spacing are set to be three time of unit width and 
unit width respectively. Table 8 presents the results of RAAT on ISPD benchmarks. The 
runtime shows that RAAT scales reasonably with the size of benchmarks.” 
 
6. There are several editing errors in this paper. In figure 3(a), iroute 4 is not overlapped 
with iroute 2 and 3, but the figure is not well drawn. In page 10, the description of figure 
6 seems to be mismatched with the figure. For example, "In Fig. 6(b), $ir_2$ and $ir_4$ 
form an independent set while the other five iroutes form another set." is totally mis-
matched with the figure. There are only 6 iroutes in figure 6. Another mistake is on page 
12. the "For instance, in Fig. 9(b), 11 iroutes are split into ..." should be 7. 
 
Fixed. We greatly appreciate reading the manuscript carefully and pointing out the er-
rors. 
 
 
Reviewer #3 
 
(1)In Figure 3, L2 should be 2 not 3. 
 
Fixed. 
 
(2)On the line 2 of the page 12, the groups of iroutes on the bottom are assigned to the 
"left" child and the groups of iroutes on the top are assigned to the "right" child accord-
ing to Figure 9(b). 
 
Fixed. We greatly appreciate reading the manuscript carefully and pointing out the er-
rors. 
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Design for yield (DFY) problems have received increasing attention. Of particular 

concern in DFY problems is how to formulate and reduce a critical area for random defects. 
Arranging interconnects is recognized as an effective means of improving the sensitivity to-
wards random defects. Previous works have demonstrated that random defects significantly 
influence interconnections and the effectiveness of layer assignment and track routing to en-
hance routing quality and performance. This work proposes a random defect aware layer 
assignment and gridless track routing (RAAT) to eliminate the effect of random defects. 
Gridless track routing comprises wire ordering, wire sizing and spacing in this work. Expo-
sure ratio metric is proposed to assign well each iroute to a specific layer. RAAT utilizes 
min-cut partitioning, a conventionally adopted method for placement and floorplanning, to 
place and size interconnections. Slicing tree-based structure improves the efficiency of wire 
ordering in lowering overlapped length between adjacent partitions. Finally, a second-order 
corn programming refined by considering an extra random-defect effect determines the posi-
tion and width of each iroute. Experimental results demonstrate the necessity of the integra-
tion of layer assignment and track routing. Results further demonstrate the effectiveness of 
the gridless track routing methods proposed by RAAT. In addition to finishing each case 
more rapidly with higher completion rate than previous works do, RAAT reduces up to 20% 
of the number of failures in the Monte Carlo simulation as compared to previous works.  
 
Keywords: Design for yield, gridless track routing, random defects, layer assignment 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Design for yield (DFY) is of priority concern with continuous miniaturization of 

electronic devices. Minimizing the effect of random defects plays an important role in 
yield optimization. With growing limitations of resources and uncertainty of advanced 

                      (a)                        (b)    
Figure 1. Two types of failures due to random defect: (a) open failure; (b) short failure. 
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processes, designers must consider yield before the layout is obtained [1]. Yield-driven 
design is desirable for both designers and manufacturers in terms of a tradeoff between 
yield and performance. Random defects generally refer to all unpredictable defects. Al-
though considerable be unpredictable, its behavior has been elucidated thoroughly [2]. 
Direct visualization of the impact of random defects is the critical area in which the 
center of a defect must fall on and then a failure is caused. The shape-expansion method 
calculates the critical area if a specific defect size is given. Without a specific defect size, 
the defect size distribution is usually described as a power law distribution and makes 
the calculation of critical area with a specific defect size unrealistic. Adopting a uniform 
model to identify the overall critical areas is difficult because distribution and size are 
usually distributed randomly. Due to the unpredictable nature of defects, determining 
whether two wires are connected by a random defect is extremely difficult. 

Open failure occurs when a defect fully covers and interrupts a wire, as shown in 
Fig. 1(a) [1]. In contrast, short failure occurs when a defect touches more than two wires 
and creates undesirable connections, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Short/open critical areas are 
a region where a defect must fall on to result in short/open failures. For simplicity, this 
work focuses on open and short critical areas because open and short failures are two 
major failure types caused by random defects.  

Although predicting a defect location is difficult, subtle layout modifications can 
still eliminate the effects of random defects. Reducing critical areas is a direct approach 
to eliminate the effects of random defects. Several works have discussed the approach to 
integrate such an objective into VLSI design flow [3-5]. Among the flow, routing de-
termines the passing region of interconnections. While attempting to reduce critical area 
through modifications of interconnections, Iizuka et al. developed a simple and direct 
model to formulate open and short critical areas between interconnections [3]. Bourai et 
al. adopted layout compaction procedures to optimize the yield [4]. Koren et al. at-
tempted to avoid short and open critical areas, respectively, by pushing and widening 
wires [5]. Briefly, optimizing the yield by arranging interconnections has been proven to 
be a practical and effective approach. Since routing is the major phase to decide the lo-
cations of interconnections among the design flow, considering the critical area during 
routing is a promising means of significantly improving the yield greatly. Furthermore, 
taking random defects into considerations of routing is desirable since the efficiency by 
post-routing approaches is often restricted. 

Eliminating open and short critical areas may be conflicting objectives because 
they compete for the same resources simultaneously. Several works integrated yield loss 
factors into different stages of routing [6-9]. Some works focused on eliminating either 
open or short critical areas. Muller optimized yield in global routing with a LP formula-
tion [6]. Kuo first integrated the yield factor into a channel router called YOR [7]. 
Post-routing modifications such as wire pushing and widening may also cause a li-
tho-related fault. Nevertheless, the lack of physical position of wires makes calculating 
critical areas in the global routing stage impractical. Batterywala et al. [8] first proposed 
the ideas of track routing to decide the physical positions of most long interconnections. 
Cho et al. first optimized yield in track routing (TROY) [9]. TROY adopted a 
second-order cone programming (SOCP) optimization to find optimal spacing and wire 
width and, then, to reduce the critical area. TROY’s SOCP formulation can optimize the 
short and open POF simultaneously with a near-linear complexity. The optimization 
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stage of TROY pushes wires off grid to further optimize yield, suggesting that the grid-
less designs can more significantly improve yield than grid-based designs. 

SOCP for wire width and spacing optimization requires wire ordering. The initial 
wire ordering determines the quality of the optimized solution. Previous works adopted 
various approaches to decide the initial wire ordering [9, 10]. TROY utilized the mini-
mum-weighted Hamiltonian path (MHP) approach to find an order by finding a 
min-cost trip in the overlapped graph (OLG) between packed tracks [9]. The left-edge 
algorithm used in [10] to decide the wire ordering by packing wires into a panel greedi-
ly is a feasible approach for variable width and gridless design. The MHP approach in 
TROY of finding wire order may induce an infeasible assignment when handling varia-
ble width and gridless design. Although fast and simple, the left-edge algorithm may 
place heavily overlapped wires together. In terms of random defects, two heavily over-
lapped adjacent wires are more likely to be connected by defects than two lightly over-
lapped adjacent wires. Thus, a defect-aware gridless initial solution reduces the possibil-
ity of failure caused by random defects.  

In current design flow, wires should be assigned to a layer before track routing. 
Nevertheless, the layer assignment impacts yield since different layer assignments may 
result in different wire density in a layer. To mitigate the effects of random defects, the 
layer assignment can eliminate the critical area by assigning two heavily overlapped 
wires to different layers.  

This work presents the first random defect aware layer assignment and gridless 
track routing (RAAT). RAAT first adopts the partition-based layer assignment to de-
cide the layer of each iroute. The partition-based layer assignment assigns iroutes to 
appropriate layers to minimize the POF after optimization. Then RAAT applies the bi-
section-based wire ordering to arrange the ordering of extracted iroutes. After all the 
wires are ordered, RAAT performs the extended SOCP for optimal wire spacing and 
width to obtain the final results. Experimental results demonstrate the necessity of the 
integration of layer assignment and track routing. In addition to completing each case 
efficiently with a higher completion rate, RAAT reduces up to 20% of the number of 
failure in the Monte Carlo simulation over that of previous works. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic concepts 
and problem formulations. Section 3 then introduces the proposed methods for layer 
assignment and track routing. Section 4 summarizes the experimental results obtained 
from both mathematical model and Monte Carlo simulation. Conclusions are finally 
drawn in Section 5. 

2. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS 

2.1 Preliminaries  
 

In track routing, panels are a complete row or column of gcells. Iroutes are referred 
as straight global paths that span more than one gcell. Panels and iroutes can be further 
classified into horizontal or vertical panels and iroutes. While several works referred to 
iroutes directly as wires, this work still uses the term iroutes for consistency with most 
of the works. Table 1 lists the variables and notations used in this work. 
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2.2 TROY, POF and SOCP 
 

TROY is the first work that optimizes the probability of failure (POF), i.e. an 
integral of the critical area and the defect size distribution, in track routing. TROY 
minimizes POF for short and open failures simultaneously by finding the optimal spac-
ing and width for wires. Finding optimal spacing and width for each wire is the proce-
dure that allocates “white space” to different instances. For instance, wire spacing ac-
quires more white space than wire width when short defects are more likely to occur 
than open ones. The wire width acquires more white space than wire spacing otherwise. 
The allocation of white space is a complex problem since optimizing short and open 
failures are often conflicting objectives. POF for open and short failures are formulated 
by TROY as follows [9]: 
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, where k is a constant to ensure the integral of POF is one. Optimizing the above equa-
tions by mathematical programming requires extensive calculation because they are 
convex objectives. However, proper simplification and modification like curve fitting 
reformulates the POF formulations into the following equations [9]: 
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Both variables a and b are user defined constants for curve fitting. With Eq. 3 and 
Eq. 4 as new objectives, the SOCP can be applied to find the optimal wire width and 
spacing, as formulated in the following [9]: 

 
 

 

Table 1. Notations in this work. 
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Although the objective is convex, SOCP can solve it efficiently because of its near 
linear complexity. Additionally, since TROY formulates the optimization for wire width 
and spacing of one layer as a single problem, the formulation considers the effects be-
tween adjacent panels. Moreover, adjusting the user-defined variable α in the convex 
objective achieves the trade-off between the open and short critical areas. With the order 
of wires, track routing can find optimal spacing and width for each wire of the whole 
layer efficiently. TROY demonstrates that track routing is an ideal stage to consider 
yield-related issues and proposes an efficient modelling to find optimal spacing and 
width, thus minimizing POF. 

Although TROY did not focus on gridless design, the framework adopted by 
TROY, which determines the order of wires before finding the actual position for each 
wire, is a suitable framework for gridless track routing. Actually, the positions of each 
iroute found by the wire ordering are redundant since the optimization identifies the 
actual position for each iroute. This work adopts such a framework for gridless track 
routing. Thus, wire ordering only needs to focus on finding the relative relationship 
between iroutes. 
 
2.3 Problem Formulations 
 

For applying the extended SOCP, two problems are introduced to find the layer as-
signment and wire ordering as follows. 

Problem 1.Yield-aware layer assignment: Given a set of iroutes IR, a set of avail-
able layers K, a set of panels P. For each iri  IR, assign iri with layer k  K to mini-
mize POF, which is the objective value after optimization. 

Problem 2. POF-friendly wire ordering: Given a set of iroutes IR, a set of availa-
ble layers K, and a set of panels P. An ordering sequence is represented by Oseq={ o1, 
o2, …, on }, where oi denotes the number corresponding to an iroute . If oi appears in 
front of oj in Oseq, the iroute corresponding to oi must be on the left of or below the 
iroute corresponding to oj. For each panel p of each layer k where pP and kK, find 
the ordering sequence for all irotues in panel p such that POF is minimized after opti-
mization. 

3. RAAT 

According to the framework for gridless track routing, both layer assignment and 
wire ordering only need to find the relationship between iroutes. The optimization for 
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wire width and spacing locates the actual position and width for each iroute after layer 
assignment and wire ordering. However, obtaining the relationship of iroutes is still 
computationally expensive since the number of possible combinations significantly in-
creases with an increasing number of iroutes. Min-cut partitioning is a conventional 
approach in placement which quickly finds the relationship between cells [11, 12]. Thus, 
min-cut partitioning is efficient means of identifying the relationship among numerous 
iroutes. 

Figure 2 depicts the overall flow of this work. The iroutes are extracted according 
to the global paths and assigned to panels according to their dimensions. Details can be 
found in [10] for iroutes extraction. The partition-based layer assignment decides the 
proper layer of extracted iroutes using a partition-based approach. The bisection-based 
wire ordering arranges the orders of the iroutes in every panel. The bisection-based al-
gorithm finds the POF-friendly order of iroutes and rips up iroutes that cannot be placed 
in the panel due to the limited panel height. A slicing tree-based data structure further 
enhances the effectiveness of the bisection-based ordering by providing the information 
of neighbor iroutes for each bisected partition. After the wire ordering is determined, the 
extended wire width and spacing optimization decides the width and spacing of iroutes 
through an extended SOCP. The following sections explain the details of each compo-
nent. 
 
3.1 Partition-based Layer Assignment 
 
The layer assignment can be viewed as a procedure that partitions iroutes into multiple 
groups. According to [9], minimizing the overlapped length between iroutes is an effec-
tive means of reducing the yield loss during track routing. A previous observation in [9] 
revealed that minimizing the overlapped length between iroutes increases the uncovered 
part iroute by nearby iroutes. Restated, for an iroute, the shorter length covered by a 
neighbor iroute implies a lower possibility that it can produce open or short failure. This 
work proposes a novel metric, called exposure ratio, and maximizes the exposure ratio 
in the layer assignment. Where lij represents the overlapped length between iri and irj 
and Li denotes the length of iri, the exposure ratio, say ERij, between iri and irj is defined 

Figure 2. Overall flow of RAAT. 

Global Paths 

Iroutes extraction 

Panels with extracted iroutes 

Partition-based layer assignment 

Bisection-based wire ordering 

Extended wire width & spacing optimization 

All panels done? 

Yes 

No 
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as follows.  
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Layer assignment roughly arranges the relationship among iroutes. The overlapped 
length provides explicit and detailed information, and it may hurt layer assignment. 
Adopting exposure ratio in min-cut partition collects high overlap-ratio iroutes together. 
This increases utilization and reduce the possibility of overlap between the current par-
tition (current maximum clique) and the newly arriving partition (next maximum cli-
que). 

The partition-based layer assignment begins with constructing the OLG between 
iroutes where each vertex represents an iroute, and an edge between two vertices 
represents their overlapped relation. A maximum clique is then extracted from the OLG. 
The maximum clique of the OLG represents the most congested part of a panel. Thus, 
the maximum clique guarantees that the iroutes in the most congested region of a panel 
would be first partitioned and then assigned to different layers. Utilizing a maximum 
clique ensures that all panels have adequate space to place all assigned iroutes. In the 
extracted maximum clique, each vertex represents a single iroute and an edge eij 
represents the relationship between iri and irj. The weight of edge eij, say wij, denotes the 
exposure ratio between iri and irj. Then a min-cut partition on the extracted maximum 
clique separates iroutes into partitions and maximizes the exposure ratio in each parti-
tion. Namely, a graph with vertices and weighted edges is partitioned into k groups 
where k refers to the number of available layers. 

Figure 3 illustrates an example of the partition-based layer assignment. Assume 
that a panel contains two layers and five iroutes, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 3(a) also 
shows the length of iroute and the overlapped length between overlapping iroutes. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows the OLG of Fig. 3(a). A maximum clique containing ir1, ir2, ir3, and ir5 
is then extracted from the corresponding OLG, as shown in Fig. 3(c), with labeled edge 
weights. Figure 3(d) displays the partitioned maximum clique. In this example, the 

Figure 3. Example of partition-based layer assignment: (a) iroutes, iroute length, and 
their overlapped length; (b) the generated OLG; (c) the extracted maximum clique; (d) 
the final partitioning result. 
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maximum clique is partitioned into two groups because two layers are available. Thus, 
ir1 and ir2 are partitioned into one group, and ir3 and ir5 are partitioned into another 
group. These two groups of iroutes are then assigned to different layers after the parti-
tioning. The newly created partitions are assigned to an appropriate layer according to 
the overlapped length with assigned partitions. The assignment can be determined by 
examining all possible combinations because the number of available layers is usually 
very small. If there are iroutes left unassigned, then the algorithm repeats on the re-
maining iroutes until all iroutes are assigned. Figure 4 depicts the overview of the pro-
posed partition-based layer assignment. 
 
3.2 Bisection-based Wire Ordering 
 

The wire ordering locates an ordering sequence to minimize the overlapped length 
between adjacent iroutes. The bisection-based wire ordering iteratively bisects the group 
of iroutes into smaller groups, subsequently minimizing the total overlapped length in-
side each group. An ordering processing at the end case determines the order of iroutes 
in a group when the group size is sufficiently small. After all groups reach the end case, 
the proposed slicing tree-based structure aids the acquisition of final order. The bisec-
tion-based wire ordering packs iroutes into groups by a simple interval packing algo-
rithm before each bisection [13]. Packing iroutes also benefits the completion rate of 
track routing because it locates a solution with a minimal number of tracks are required. 
However, the simple interval packing algorithm focuses only on packing iroutes with 
the minimal number of tracks. Packing iroutes without awareness of the effect between 
iroutes would degrade the effectiveness of the MHP solution. The proposed bisec-
tion-based wire ordering re-packs iroutes after each bisection. Restated, iteratively re-
packing iroutes conceals the possible loss of solution quality from packing iroutes. 
Meanwhile, bisetion-based wire ordering maintains the advantage of interval packing, 
which raises the completion rate. 

In the following, the subsection first introduces the background and overview of the 
bisection-based wire ordering. The end-case processing then describes how to determine 
the order for the group of the iroutes in an end case. If the identified ordering makes 
some iroutes illegally placed, a legalization process rips up those iroutes to ease the ex-
tended SOCP. Finally, the slicing tree-based data structure is utilized for maintaining 
the relationships between partitions is described. 

Figure 4. Overview of partition-based layer assignment. 
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3.2.1 Overview  
 

Figure 5 shows the overall flow of the bisection-based wire ordering. The backbone 
of the proposed algorithm is an event queue where each event represents a group of 
iroutes. For each panel, all iroutes are initially grouped into an event and pushed into 
the event queue. The bisection-based wire ordering extracts an event from the queue and 
processes one event at a time until the event queue becomes empty. Two sets of iroutes 
are independent if the iroute in one set does not overlap any iroute in the other set. For 

Figure 5. Overview of bisection-based wire ordering. 
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Figure 6. Example of the bisection-based wire ordering with the event queue and or-
dering sequence. The routine ends when the event queue becomes empty. 
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each event, two independent sets are extracted, if any. Extracting independent sets re-
duces the problem size for each event. Only one set of iroutes remains in the event, 
while the other independent set of iroutes is packed as a new event and put into the 
queue. 

 
For each set of iroutes without an independent set, a simple interval packing algo-

rithm packs iroutes into groups [13]. Iroutes are packable if they do not overlap each 
other. Without packing iroutes, the stacking height of track assignment may exceed the 
panel height, resulting in one infeasible solution. Packing iroutes assists RAAT in re-
ducing the stack height of iroutes, sequentially reducing the number of iroutes that can-
not be placed. Notably, packing iroutes does not determine the exact ordering. The other 
benefit is that packing iroutes reduces the number of instances for recursive bisection 
because several iroutes may be grouped together after packing. Packing is necessary 
before each bisection because the iroutes grouped together may not be the same. Notably, 
the number of packing iroutes is unlimited since no tracks are available in the gridless 
design. The group-based OLG is generated by the packed iroutes. Each vertex represents 
a group of packed iroutes, possibly containing more than one iroute; each pair of vertic-
es is connected by an edge. The edge weight in the group-based OLG is defined specifi-
cally so that min-cut partitioning can perform max-cut to separate heavily overlapped 
iroutes into two partitions. Because a group may contain more than one iroute, the 
group-pair overlapped length glpq between groups gp and gq is defined as follows. 

(12)                   ,, qjpiijpq groupirgroupirlgl   

Let GLall denote the sum of group-pair overlapped length for all group pairs in the 
group-based OLG, the edge weight for each edge, gwpq, is formulated as follows. 

(13)                               
0*

,0












pqallpq

pq
pq

all
pq

glifGLtgw

glif
gl
GLgw   

In case of groups without overlapping, t refers to a large constant to enlarge the 
edge weight when the group-pair overlapped length is zero. The min-cut bisection rou-
tine bisects the group-based OLG. The heavily overlapped iroutes are then separated 
into two groups. For each partition, the end-case processing routine orders the iroutes of 
a partition to be POF-friendly when the partition is sufficiently small. Wire ordering 
considers one panel, such as plcur, at a time. However, the iroutes in the panel adjacent 
to plcur may affect the wire ordering in plcur. To consider the effect of neighboring panel, 
we preserve the contour of the last panel and take the weight into account while decid-
ing which partition should be placed first. Notably, the effect of neighboring panels is 
only addressed in wire ordering because layer assignment does not have enough infor-
mation for tackling this issue. 

Figure 6 illustrates an example of the bisection-based wire ordering. Figure 6(a) 
presents an initial problem with six unordered iroutes. These six iroutes can be extracted 
into two independent sets, as shown in Fig. 6(b). In Fig. 6(b), ir3 forms an independent 
set while the other five iroutes form another set. Figure 6(c) then depicts the bisection 
where the other event bisects itself into two new events. After bisection, new events are 
also sufficiently small to trigger the end-case processing, as shown in Figs. 6(d) and 6(e), 
respectively. Similarly, the event only containing ir3 is also sufficiently small to trigger 
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the end-case processing to order them as shown in Fig. 6(f). Finally, the back tracing 
scans every partition and determines the order between the three events. Figure 6(f) also 
presents the final order of this panel. The advantage of the bisections-based wire order-
ing over interval packing algorithm is that the interval packing may pack ir1 and ir2 
together and pack ir4 and ir5 together in Fig. 6(c). The end-case processing delays the 
packing until the last stage, which returns an ordering with less overlapped length, as 
shown in Fig. 6(f). 
 
3.2.2 End-case Processing  
 

End-case processing adopts a brute-force manner to obtain quickly the optimal or-
der for small partitions, where the threshold value of end case is suggested to be within 
four. The optimal order yields less total overlapped length than any other possible com-
binations. For instance, there are maximally 3! = 6 different orders when the partition 
contains three iroutes in Fig. 7. After the prcessing routine examines all orders, the or-
der with the minimum overlapped length is the sub-order of the ordering sequence. If 
two orders tie, the order with minimum height is selected as the optimum one. In the 
example, the order of Fig. 7(b) is better than that of Fig. 7(a) because the stacked height 
benefits the completion rate. 
 
3.2.3 Legalization 
 

Min-cut bisection only separates heavily overlapped iroutes, but does not ensure 
whether all iroutes can be placed in the current panel. To detect an improper order of 
iroutes, iroutes are stacked together according to the order and the width of each iroute 
in the stack in the panel is recorded. The width of all iroutes are set to be the minimum 
width plus half of the minimum spacing required on both side. The iroutes whose 
stacked heights exceed the panel height are marked. Legalization routine removes all 
marked iroutes to ensure a feasible solution from optimization. Figure 8 illustrates the 
stacking iroute and an iroute must be ripped up. 

Figure 7. Two cases in end-case processing: (a) Oseq= {1, 2 , 3}; (b) Oseq={1, 3, 2}. 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 8. Example of iroute stacking of an improper wire ordering which contains one 
iroute cannot be placed in the panel. 
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3.2.4 Slicing Tree-based Structure  

 
Since the events are partitioned into a group of iroutes, the effect between groups 

significantly impacts the overlapped length. In this work, MHP formulation is enhanced 
to take the effects of neighbor partitions from adjacent panels into account by introduc-
ing a new vertex in OLG. Different mechanisms must be applied for the bisection-based 
algorithm. The following two rules define the insertion of the event queue. Figure 9 il-
lustrates the example of the proposed slicing tree-based structure. 

Rule 1 (vertical split): A vertical split is feasible whenever the independent iroutes 
are packed into new events. A vertical split transforms the node representing the origi-
nal set of iroutes into a vertical cut node and, then, creates two new child nodes. The 
groups of iroutes on the left are assigned to the left child and the others are assigned to 
the right child. 

Rule 2 (horizontal split): A horizontal split is feasible whenever the iroutes are 
partitioned by a bisection. A horizontal split transforms the node representing the orig-
inal set of iroutes into a horizontal cut node and, then, creates two new child nodes. The 
groups of iroutes on the bottom are assigned to the left child and the groups of iroutes 
on the top are assigned to the right child. 

The entire bisection routine always processes the lower partition first when the 
event queue utilizes a stack and both split operations insert the right child into the event 
queue first. Therefore, the bisection routine ensures that the lower partition triggers the 
end-case processing routine before extracting the upper partition from the event queue. 
Although a DFS on slicing tree can locate the order between partitions, the DFS is also 
redundant since the stack-based event queue constructs the panel in a bottom-up man-
ner. 

The slicing tree-based structure can efficiently provide information on a neighbor-
ing partition. Since precise iroute ordering is first arranged in end-case partitions, 
which are in the leaf level of the slicing tree, the information of well-ordered iroutes can 
help to reduce the overlapped length that is caused by the iroutes of two adjacent parti-
tions. The information about neighbors also determines which partition should be at the 
bottom of current partition after each bisection. For instance, in Fig. 9(b), 7 iroutes are 
split into three partitions by two horizontal cuts. The first cut separates partition (6,7) 
from partition (1,2,3,4,5). The stack-based event queue arranges the order of the parti-
ton (6,7)  first for end-case processing. The second cut seperates partition (2,5) from 
partition (1,3,4). The partition that neighbors partition (1,2,3,4,5) is the well-ordered 

Figure 9. Slicing tree-based operations: (a) vertical split; (b) horizontal split. 
(a) (b) 
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partition (6,7). The information on neighbors suggests that partition (1,3,4) should be 
on top of partition (6,7) after the second cut. Furthermore, the end-case processing of 
partition (2,5) can reduce the overlapped length at the borders between partitions (2,5) 
and (6,7) and between partitions (2,5) and (1,3,4) since the iroute ordering of partitions 
(6,7) and (1,3,4) can be obtained through the slicing tree-based structure. 
 
3.3 Extended SOCP for Optimization of Wire Width and Spacing 
 

TROY’s critical area model focuses mainly on the critical areas between wires with 
overlap. In a practical critical area calculation, some cases that are not addressed by 
TROY may also cause short or open failure. For example, random defects can still cause 
short failure in wires without overlap when they are sufficiently close. Figure 10 depicts 
an example in which the light shaded area is the short critical area, with defect size rd 
and sij is the spacing between two wires. We subtly simplify the formula in TROY to 
address this issue. The critical area A between wires without overlap can be written as 
follows [3]: 

(14)                                                                 )( 2
ijd srA   

Let a user-defined variable q approximate distance between two wires without overlap, 
and uij represents the spacing between the two wires without overlap. Under this as-
sumption, the critical area between iroutes without overlap A’ becomes 

(15)                                                          )(' ijd urqA    

Then, the probability of failure between iroutes without overlap, POFs’, is defined as 
follows. 
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The following equation is directly added into objectives of SOCP after simplification 
procedures from another work [9] have been applied to Eq. 16. 
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Therefore, a new variable λ with new constraints is incorporated into the objective to 
include POFs’. Notably, the lower bound of uij is zero, rather than the minimal spacing 
because iri and irj do not overlap each other in the physical layout. As a result, the criti-
cal area between iroutes without overlap can be successfully incorporated into the opti-
mization. Virtually extending both terminals of each iroute identifies the iroutes which 
can be applicable to the new objective. 

SOCP offers great flexibility in the integration of multiple design goals as long as 
the objective remains the same. For example, a new constraint can be added to the 
spacing constraint with the given maximal defect size. Such an upper bound on spacing 

Figure 10. Short failure caused by random defects for wires without overlap. 
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can save space to other wires because the probability of short failure equals to zero when 
the spacing exceeds the defect size. 

(18)                                                         maxmin SsS ij   

The upper bound on spacing easily fits the SOCP formulation and saves spaces for 
other spacing and width. The formal formulation of the extended SOCP formulation is 
as follows. 

(19)                               :min    ijii   

(20)               
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(26)                                                      maxmin WwW i   

(27)                                                    1          , 
where α, β, and γ are weight variables to balance different objectives. Running SOCP 
solves the problem formulated from Eq. (19) to Eq. (27). After the optimization yields 
an optimal solution, it fixes the spacing and size of iroutes, based on the value of va-
riables in the formulation. If the optimized iroutes overlap preplaced obstacles in the 
layout, then an additional routine removes the overlapping part and generates a new 
incomplete 2-pin net for detailed route. 

 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
RAAT was implemented in C++ language on a 2.6GHz 64-bit Linux server with 

16GB RAM. Table 2 shows the statistics of MCNC benchmarks. In this work, an effi-
cient multilevel k-way partitioning package called METIS [14] was applied to imple-
ment partition-based layer assignment and bisection-based wire ordering. In bisec-

Table 2. MCNC benchmarks 
Case Size Gcells #Layer(H/V) #2-pin net #Pins
s5378 435x239 55x30 2/1 3124 4818
s9234 404x225 51x28 2/1 2774 4260
s13207 660x225 83x46 2/1 6995 10776
s15850 705x389 89x49 2/1 8321 12793
s38417 1144x619 144x78 2/1 21035 32344
s38584 1295x672 163x85 2/1 28177 42931
struct 4903x4904 274x276 2/1 3551 5471

primary1 7522x4988 418x281 2/1 2037 2941
primary2 10438x6488 580x364 2/1 8197 11226

mcc1 45000x39000 101x87 2/2 1693 2496
mcc2 152400x152400 339x339 2/2 7541 4327
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tion-based wire ordering, the threshold of end cases is four, and at most 4! = 24 combi-
nations are available for each end case processing routine. α = 0.6, β = 0.3, and γ = 0.1 
are set as the balance parameters of the extended optimization to minimize both short 
and open failures. Mosek 5.0 [15] is a powerful commercial optimization package and is 
utilized to solve the SOCP optimization formulation herein. 

TROY is the only work in the literature that optimizes yield in track routing. It is 
compared herein with RAAT. However, even though the partition-based layer assign-
ment decides the layer of each iroute, a panel may not have sufficient space to accom-
modate all iroutes. The legalization procedure following bisection-based wire ordering 
is then applicable to ensure a feasible solution of the optimization. In fact, TROY does 
not provide a specific rip-up mechanism when the space is insufficient to allow all 
iroutes to be placed, so the proposed legalization is applied to rip up illegal iroutes in 
TROY. 

The impact of layer assignment is evaluated by comparing the proposed layer as-
signment algorithm with a layer assignment that simply partitions the maximum clique 
without any edge and vertex weight. Table 3 compares the objective value obtained by 
partition-based layer assignment with that obtained by the layer assignment without any 
proposed edge and vertex weight. The columns in Table 3 present the objective value 
and ripped-up iroutes after bisection-based wire ordering and extended SOCP optimiza-
tion. The final column shows the ratio of objective value obtained using RAAT with that 

Table 3. Comparison of layer assignment between simplified method without cost and 
RAAT. 

Case # Iroutes
Assignment without cost Assignment with cost Obj. 

RatioObj. Value Ripped 
iroutes Obj. Value Ripped 

iroutes
s5378 1652 25810558.02 0 24951932.63 0 0.97 
s9234 1260 17296072.45 0 16976829.79 0 0.98 

s13207 3446 61981724.78 0 60379679.36 0 0.97 
s15850 4103 78116907.87 0 75112458.58 0 0.96 
s38417 9511 161069580.80 0 156968894.98 0 0.97 
s38584 12895 228093463.89 0 220630066.93 0 0.97 
struct 3167 239511356.91 0 223014084.48 0 0.93 

primary1 1749 367184787.00 104 352051712.12 93 0.96 
primary2 6366 1484013727.19 851 1617829063.38 653 1.09 

mcc1 2223 12243496638.31 0 11831986977.55 0 0.97 
mcc2 15648 233425843996.78 56 222915295516.38 0 0.95 

*Obj. Ratio: Obj by assignment with cost / Obj by assignment without cost

Table 4. Comparison of wire ordering between TROY and RAAT. 

Case # Iroutes
MHP Ours

Obj. 
Ratio

Time 
RatioObj. Value Ripped 

iroutes
Time
(sec.) Obj. Value Ripped 

iroutes
Time
(sec.)

s5378 1652 24878234.06 0 2 24951932.63 0 0.3 1.00 0.15 
s9234 1260 16999100.95 0 1 16976829.79 0 0.1 1.00 0.10 

s13207 3446 60304489.98 0 2 60379679.36 0 1 1.00 0.50 
s15850 4103 74974722.08 0 3 75112458.58 0 1 1.00 0.33 
s38417 9511 156966402.52 0 5 156968894.98 0 1 1.00 0.20 
s38584 12895 220389979.53 0 5 220630066.93 0 2 1.00 0.40 
struct 3167 225409334.27 0 3 223014084.48 0 1 0.99 0.33 

primary1 1749 360165283.30 102 2 352051712.12 93 0.6 0.98 0.30 
primary2 6366 1620087381.96 846 5 1617829063.38 653 3 1.00 0.60 

mcc1 2223 11870897815.15 0 5 11831986977.55 0 1 1.00 0.20 
mcc2 15648 222378604066.57 0 23 222915295516.38 0 10 1.00 0.43 

*Obj Ratio: Obj by Ours / Obj by MHP
*Time Ratio: Time by Ours / Time by MHP 
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obtained using the simplified method. The results show that partition-based layer as-
signment reduces the objective values by 3~5% in most cases. The comparison in the 
case primary2 presents a negative result in objective value, since a much higher number 
of iroutes are ripped up by the layer assignment without weights. 

The bisection-based wire ordering and TROY’s MHP then order the same parti-
tion-based layer assignment. Table 4 compares wire ordering by TROY with that by the 
proposed method. Table 4 lists the number of iroutes, the objective values produced by 
these two approaches, the number of ripped-up iroutes, and the runtime of these two 
works in each case. The last two columns list the objective values and runtime ratios of 
the proposed bisection-based approach and that of TROY. The results in Table 4 indi-
cate that the proposed bisection-based wire ordering runs faster than TROY, while the 
proposed bisection-based wire ordering yields slightly better ordering than TROY in 
five out of 11 cases. On average, the ordering qualities of these two works were almost 
equal. 

To compare the original SOCP of TROY with the extended SOCP of RAAT, the 
comparison of objective values under different formulations does not tell the difference. 

Table 5. Comparison of wire sizing and spacing between SOCP and enhanced SOCP. 
 

Case Type Original SOCP Extended SOCP RatioH0 H1 V0 V1 Total H0 H1 V0 V1 Total

s5378 Open 136 134 125 395 144 132 116 392 0.99
Short 9 8 22 39 4 4 6 14 0.36

s9234 Open 98 111 100 309 104 108 110 322 1.04
Short 2 2 19 23 2 1 6 9 0.39

s13207 Open 133 146 171 450 139 147 177 463 1.03
Short 8 8 23 39 8 7 19 34 0.87

s15850 Open 139 161 174 474 136 161 154 451 0.95
Short 3 10 31 44 2 8 10 20 0.45

s38417 Open 114 115 163 392 120 114 170 404 1.03
Short 1 5 33 39 1 5 24 30 0.77

s38584 Open 158 128 153 439 161 128 160 449 1.02
Short 4 5 17 26 2 4 11 17 0.65

struct Open 7 5 22 34 9 5 22 36 1.06
Short 1 4 0 5 0 3 0 3 0.6

primary1 Open 15 14 9 38 16 15 9 40 1.05
Short 11 14 2 27 11 14 2 27 1

primary2 Open 23 28 25 76 27 28 25 80 1.05
Short 35 26 2 63 33 26 2 61 0.97

mcc1 Open 233 209 154 149 745 228 211 157 146 742 1.00 
Short 37 36 27 21 121 37 37 26 21 121 1.00 

mcc2 Open 245 238 217 240 940 247 241 225 250 963 1.02 
Short 157 146 99 91 493 153 140 93 90 476 0.97 

*Ratio: total number of failures in org. SOCP / total number of failures in ext. SOCP.

Table 6. Wire Area reported after RAAT + Extended SOCP 
 Case Grid Gcell Size Wire Area 

H0 H1 V0 V1 
s5387 55 x 30 7909 x 7966 2.12E+06 2.10E+09 1.10E+10 - 
s9234 51 x 28 7921 x 8035 1.83E+09 1.36E+10 8.29E+09 - 
s13207 83 x 46 7951 x 7934 4.26E+09 4.54E+10 3.48E+10 - 
s15850 89 x 49 7921 x 7938 5.79E+09 6.07E+10 3.84E+10 - 
s38417 144 x 78 7944 x 7935 1.20E+10 1.18E+11 9.67E+10 - 
s38584 163 x 85 7944 x 7905 2.01E+10 1.77E+10 1.20E+11 - 
struct 273 x 276 18000 x 18000 9.77E+10 8.59E+10 1.51E+12 - 

primary1 418 x 281 18001 x 18001 2.71E+11 6.57E+11 1.95E+12 - 
primary2 580 x 364 18001 x 18001 9.28E+11 2.36E+11 5.82E+12 - 

mcc1 101 x 87 450001 x 453488 5.10363E+13 3.91899E+14 2.09149E+14 1.9822E+14 
mcc2 339 x 339 450887 x 450887 1.06112E+15 4.21007E+15 3.33486E+15 3.3072E+15 
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Monte Carlo simulation is a powerful analytical tool for predicting yield. However, the 
lack of details of the clean room used in manufacturing limited the effectiveness of 
Monte Carlo simulation herein. Thus, the Monte Carlo simulation in this work only 
yields the approximate trend of the occurrence of failures, rather than the actual yield. 
In the Monte Carlo simulation, 10000 defects are generated under a power law defect 
size distribution [2] and are spread uniformly on the layout. In the simulation of defects 
in clean rooms, the minimal and maximal sizes of defects are set according to federal 
standards and are scaled to fit various design rules of each benchmark herein [16, 17]. 

Table 5 compares the results of Monte Carlo simulations of the original SOCP and 
the extended SOCP, and Table 6 shows the area of wires reported after RAAT and ex-
tended SOCP. The numbers of short and open failures and the sum of these for each 
layer are listed in individual columns. The final two columns present the ratios of open 
to short failures for the extended SOCP and the original SOCP. The results indicate that 
the extended SOCP yields fewer failures than the original SOCP in most cases. The 
slight increase in the number of open failures may be caused by the addition of a new 
short objective. Even though the extended SOCP increases the number of open failures, 
the reduction in the number of short failures is significant. 

The following experiment, the results of which are presented in Table 7, compares 
the runtime, the number of failures and the number of ripped iroutes of TROY and 
RAAT. TROY employs layer assignment without cost and legalization for a complete 
result. The second column in Table 7 lists the number of iroutes in each case. The table 
also presents the number of ripped iroutes, runtime, and number of failures for open, 
short, and both failures for TROY and RAAT, respectively. The ratios of ripped iroutes, 
runtime, and failure of RAAT to those of TROY are also listed. The runtime is the 
summation of the runtime for layer assignment, wire ordering and optimization. 

Table 7. Comparison of ripped-up iroutes, runtime, and failures between TROY & RAAT. 
 

Case # 
Iroutes

TROY RAAT
Ripped 
Ratio

Time 
Ratio

Failure 
RatioRipped 

Iroutes
Time
(sec.)

Failures Ripped 
Iroutes

Time
(sec.)

Failures
Open Short Total Open Short Total

s5378 1652 0 2.77 408 50 458 0 0.79 392 14 406 1.00 0.29 0.89 
s9234 1260 0 2.55 306 24 330 0 0.59 322 9 331 1.00 0.23 1.00 

s13207 3446 0 4.57 414 67 481 0 1.74 463 34 497 1.00 0.38 1.03 
s15850 4103 0 5.01 480 73 553 0 2.27 451 20 471 1.00 0.45 0.85 
s38417 9511 0 11.38 372 42 414 0 5.89 404 30 434 1.00 0.52 1.05 
s38584 12895 0 14.67 448 17 465 0 8.55 449 17 466 1.00 0.58 1.00 
struct 3167 0 4.82 39 8 47 0 2.23 36 3 39 1.00 0.46 0.83 

primary1 1749 128 1.84 36 22 58 93 1.35 40 27 67 0.73 0.73 1.16 
primary2 6366 968 8.77 105 56 161 653 6.09 80 61 141 0.67 0.69 0.88 

mcc1 2223 0 6.14 759 144 903 0 2.59 742 121 863 1.00 0.42 0.96 
mcc2 15648 50 36.46 989 446 1435 0 20.18 963 476 1439 0.00 0.55 1.00 

Table 8. The runtime of RAAT on ISPD benchmarks [18] 
 

Case Grid Nets Iroutes 
Layers Runtime 

Illegal 
Iroutes H V Layer 

Assignment 
Wire 

Ordering Optimization 

adaptec1 324 x 324 176716 308695 3 3 20.4 33.91 177.87 0 
adaptec2 424 x 424 207973 356550 3 3 26.1 39.79 193.81 1 
adaptec3 774 x 779 368495 647703 3 3 45.87 97.81 402.44 0 
adaptec4 774 x 779 401061 651531 3 3 40.2 92.02 433.28 0 
adaptec5 465 x 468 548074 907852 3 3 128.52 163.4 598.1 1 
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Generally, the runtime of RAAT is substantially lower than that of TROY. RAAT 
outperforms TROY in the number of failures, according to the Monte Carlo simulations, 
with fewer ripped iroutes in most cases. The results in Table 7 indicate that RAAT can 
reduce yield loss, with a lower runtime and a higher completion rate than TROY in 
most cases.  

In order to see the efficiency of the proposed layer assignment and wire ordering, 
we also performed experiments on larger benchmarks from ISPD contest [18]. Due to 
the lack of the technology details such as the actual wire width, we only record the run-
time of each stage as a reference. In this experiment, we extracted iroutes from global 
routing result of the benchmarks and set wire width to be of unit width. The maximum 
wire width and minimum spacing are set to be three time of unit width and unit width 
respectively. Table 8 presents the results of RAAT on ISPD benchmarks. The runtime 
shows that RAAT scales reasonably with the size of benchmarks. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This work describes a gridless track routing and layer assignment for random de-
fects, RAAT. The purpose of this work is to integrate layer assignment and track 
routing into a unified phase to reduce yield loss. This work is the first to formulate layer 
assignment and wire ordering problem for gridless track routing, and proposes the inte-
gration of layer assignment and track routing for addressing random defects. Utilizing 
partition and recursive-bisection, which are common techniques for placement and 
floorplanning, RAAT can rapidly find a POF-friendly order of iroutes and optimize 
spacing and wire width by the extended SOCP formulation. 

Experimental results demonstrate the necessity of an integration of layer assign-
ment and track routing. Experimental results also showed that the slicing tree-based 
structure for bisection makes the bisection approach more powerful and even faster than 
the traditional MHP approach. Incorporating the critical area between iroutes without 
overlap and the maximal spacing constraint, the extended SOCP effectively reduces the 
number of failures in the Monte Carlo simulation. 
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